
46-th Moldova Mathematical Olympiad 2002

Final Round – Chişinǎu, March 11–12

Grade 7

First Day

1. Seven pupils on a vacation decided to send postcards to each other, each sending
a postcard to exactly three other pupils. Is it possible thateach pupil receives
postcards exactly from those who receive his postcards?

2. Real numbersa,b,c satisfya + b + c = 1. Prove the inequality

a2 + b2+ c2 ≥ 4(ab + ac + bc)−1.

3. An acute angleDEF and pointsB andC on the rayEF are given. Find the
position of pointA on the rayED for which the sumAB + AC is minimal.

4. Twelve teams participated on a soccer tournament. According to the rules, a
team gets 2 points for a victory, 1 for a draw, and 0 for a defeat. When the
tournament was over, all teams had distinct numbers of points, and the team that
ranked second had as many points as the teams on the last five places in total.
Who won the match between the fourth and eighth place teams?

Second Day

5. VolumeA equals one fourth of the sum of volumesB andC, while volumeB
equals one sixth of the sum of volumesA andC. Find the ratio of volumeC to
the sum of volumesA andB.

6. Five parcels of land are given. In each step, we divide one parcel into three
or four smaller ones. Assume that, after several steps, the number of obtained
parcels equals four times the number of steps. How many stepswere performed?

7. In a triangleABC, the angle bisector atB intersectsAC atD and the circumcircle
again atE. The circumcircle of the triangleDEA meets the segmentAB again at
F . Show that the trianglesDBC andDBF are congruent.

8. Find the number of triples(a,b,c) of integers satisfying the equalities

2a−b +6
4a + c +2

=
b−2c
a− c

=
2a + b +2c−2

6a +2c−2
.

Grade 8

First Day
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1. Find all real solutions of the equation[x]+

[

x +
1
2

]

+

[

x +
2
3

]

= 2002.

2. Given a positive integerk, find all positive integersn with the property that one
can obtain the sum of the firstn positive integers by writing somek digits to the
right of n (in the decimal system).

3. Let P be a given point inside the circleC(O,R). For every chordAB of the
circle passing throughP, let t1 andt2 be the tangents to the circle atA andB
respectively, andM andN be the feet of the perpendiculars fromP to t1 andt2.

Prove that the quantity
1

PM
+

1
PN

is independent of the choice of chordAB.

4. All internal phone numbers in a certain company have four digits. The director
wants the phone numbers of the administration offices to consist of digits 1,2,3
only, and that any two of these phone numbers coincide in at most one position.
How many distinct phone numbers can these offices have?

Second Day

5. Several pupils wrote a solution of a math problem on the blackboard on the
break. When the teacher came in, a pupil was just clearing theblackboard, so
the teacher could only observe that there was a rectangle with the sides of integer
lengths and a diagonal of length 2002. Then the teacher pointed out there was a
computation error in the pupils’ solution. How did he conclude that?

6. From a set of consecutive natural numbers one number is excluded so that the
arithmetic mean of the remaining numbers is 50.55. Find the initial set of num-
bers and the excluded number.

7. In a triangleABC, the bisectors of the angles atB andC meet the opposite sides
at B1 andC1, respectively. LetT be the midpoint ofAB1. LinesBT andB1C1

meet atE and linesAB andCE meet atL. Prove that the linesT L andB1C1 have
a point in common.

8. Find the maximum and minimum values of the expression

E =
(1+ x)8+16x4

(1+ x2)4 , x ∈ R.

Grade 9

First Day

1. Real numbersa 6= 0, b,c are such that the functinf (x) = ax2 + bx + c satisfies
| f (x)| ≤ 1 for all x ∈ [0,1]. Find the greatest possible value of|a|+ |b|+ |c|.
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2. Does there exist a positive integern > 1 such thatn is a power of 2 and one of
the numbers obtained by permuting its (decimal) digits is a power of 3?

3. Prove that for anyn ∈ N the number 1+
1
3

+
1
5

+ · · ·+ 1
2n +1

is not an integer.

4. LetABCD be a convex quadrilateral and letN on sideAD andM on sideBC be
points such thatAN/ND = BM/MC. The linesAM andBN intersect atP, while
the linesCN andDM intersect atQ. Prove that ifSABP + SCDQ = SMPNQ, then
eitherAD ‖ BC or N is the midpoint ofAD.

Second Day

5. Integersa1,a2, . . . ,a9 satisfy the relationsak+1 = a3
k + a2

k + ak + 2 for k =
1,2, . . . ,8. Prove that among these numbers there exist three with a common
divisor greater than 1.

6. The coefficients of the equationax2 + bx + c = 0, wherea 6= 0, satisfy the in-
equality(a + b + c)(4a−2b + c) < 0. Prove that this equation has two distinct
real solutions.

7. Leta,b,c be positive real numbers. Prove that

a
2a + b

+
b

2b + c
+

c
2c + a

≤ 1.

8. The circlesC1 andC2 with centersO1 andO2 respectively are externally tangent.
Their common tangent not intersecting the segmentO1O2 touchesC1 at A and
C2 atB. LetC be the reflection ofA in O1O2 andP be the intersection ofAC and
O1O2. Line BP meetsC2 again atL. Prove that lineCL is tangent to the circle
C2.
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Grade 10

First Day

1. We are given three nuggets of weights 1kg, 2kg and 3kg, containing different
percentages of gold, and need to cut each nugget into two parts so that the ob-
tained parts can be alloyed into two ingots of weights 1kg and5kg containing
the same proportion of gold. How can we do that?

2. Letn ≥ 3 distinct non-collinear points be given on a plane. Show that there is a
closed simple polygonal line passing through each point.

3. The incircle of a triangleABC is centered atI and tangent to sidesAB,BC,CA at
C1,A1,B1, respectively. IfB2 is the midpoint of the sideBC, prove that the lines
B1I, A1C1, andBB2 have a common point.

4. The numbers 1,2, . . . ,2n + 1 are written in the cells of a(2n + 1)× (2n + 1)
board so that the numbers in each row or column are distinct. Suppose that
the arrangement of the numbers is symmetric with respect to the main diagonal.
Show that all numbers on the main diagonal are distinct.

Second Day

5. Find all triples of prime numbers of the form(p,2p +1,4p +1).

6. Leta,b,c be real numbers witha ≥ b ≥ c > 1. Prove the inequality

logc logc b + logb logb a + loga loga c ≥ 0.

7. There are 16 persons in a company, each of which likes exactly 8 other persons.
Show that there exist two persons in this company who like each other.

8. In a triangleADB1, the angle atA is not right. SquaresABCD andAB1C1D1 with
centersO1 andO2, respectively, are constructed in the exterior of the triangle.
Prove that the circumcircles of trianglesBAB1, DAD1 andO1AO2 have a common
point other thanA.
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Grade 11

First Day

1. The sequence(an) is defined bya1 ∈ (0,1) andan+1 = an(1− an) for n ≥ 1.
Prove that lim

n→∞
nan = 1.

2. For every nonnegative integern and every real numberx prove the inequality

|cosx|+ |cos2x|+ |cos4x|+ · · ·+ |cos2nx| ≥ n

2
√

2
.

3. LetP be a polyhedron whose all edges are congruent and tangent to asphere.
Suppose that one of the faces ofP has an odd number of sides. Prove that all
vertices ofP lie on a single sphere.

4. At least two of the nonnegative real numbersa1,a2, . . . ,an are nonzero. Decide
whethera or b is larger, where

a = 2002
√

a2002
1 + · · ·+ a2002

n or b = 2003
√

a2003
1 + · · ·+ a2003

n .

Second Day

5. Solve inR the equation
√

1− x = 2x2−1+2x
√

1− x2.

6. Can a square of side 1024 be partitioned into 31 squares? Can a square of side
1023 be partitioned into 30 squares, one of which has a side length not exceeding
1?

7. Leta andb be distinct positive numbers. Prove the inequality

√
ab <

a−b
lna− lnb

<
a + b

2
.

8. The circumradius of a tetrahedronABCD is R, and the lengths of the segments
connecting the verticesA,B,C,D with the centroids of the opposite faces are
equal toma,mb,mc, andmd , respectively. Prove that

ma + mb + mc + md ≤ 16
3

R.

When does equality hold?
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Grade 12

First Day

1. Consider the functionf : [1,∞) → R, f (x) =

∫ x

1

dt
t +2002t2002. Prove that for

anyn real numbersx1,x2, . . . ,xn ≥ 1,

f (x1)+ f (x2)+ · · ·+ f (xn)

n
≤ ln

x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn

n
.

2. Let (x1,y1), (x2,y2), (x3,y3) be three distinct collinear points of the setΓ =

{(x,y) ∈ R
2 | x3 = y2 6= 0}. Prove that

x1

y1
+

x2

y2
+

x3

y3
= 0.

3. Solve the equationx5−20x3+80x−80= 0 in the complex numbers.

4. A sequence of positive integers is written on the blackboard as follows: The first
term is 4, and every further term is obtained by multiplying its precedent by 3
and adding 4. How many terms divisible by 2002 are there amongthe first 2002
terms?

Second Day

5. Real numbersa,b,c satisfy 0≤ a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ 3. Prove the inequality

(a−b)(a2−9)+ (a− c)(b2−9)+ (b− c)(c2−9)≤ 36.

6. Let A,B,C be distinct points on a line, andΓ be the circle with centerA and
radiusr. PointsM andN on circleΓ are diametrically opposite. Find the locus
of the intersection point of the linesBM andCN.

7. If (x,y) is a point on the ellipseE : x2+9y2 = 18, find the smallest possible value
of the expressionx2 +3xy +9y2+ x +3y.

8. For n ∈ N, definean = sin3 π
3

+ 3sin3 π
32 + · · ·+ 3n−1sin3 π

3n . Prove that the

sequence(an) converges whenn → ∞ and find its limit.
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